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1 
This invention relates to hypodermic syringes 

and more particularly to disposable syringes and 
medicament cartridges therefor for use in par 
enteral administration of medicaments which re 
quire reconstitution or dissolution by the addi 
tion of water or other liquids before they may be 

I injected. 

In current medical practice it is frequently de 
sirable to have medicaments for hypodermic in 
jection prepared in advance in exact dosages. It 
is furthermore desirable that these dosages be 
stored in disposable ampoules or cartridges, not 
to be re?lled, so that danger of contamination of 
a subsequent reloading may be eliminated. While 
disposable ampoules for storing a single liquid 
preparation ready for injection have heretofore 
appeared, cartridges designed to hold separately 
two or more ingredients, such as a powder and 
a liquid in which the powder is soluble, and to 
provide for the mixing of these ingredients mo 
mentarily before their injection, have not to my 
knowledge been available in a form in which they 
could be inserted unbroken into a syringe, and 
discarded after use. Furthermore, when many 
patients are to be treated, as in mass innocu 
lations or in a ?eld hospital or other emergency 
station, it may be very desirable to have available 
at low cost a large number of simply constructed 
syringes and suitable medicament cartridges 
therefor, all of which can be used and thrown 

- away with little economic loss, or the cartridges 
may be thrown away, and the syringes may be 
saved for subsequent re-sterilization and re-load 
ing when opportunity is present. 

It is accordingly an object of this invention 
to provide a hypodermic syringe and a pre 
?llable ampoule for use therewith, of such sim 
ple and economical construction that the am 
poule may be discarded after use, or alternative 
ly the entire syringe may be disposed of with little 
economic loss. ' 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a disposable dual-chambered ampoule for use 
with a hypodermic syringe, arranged to 'hold 
separately two medicaments, or a medicament 
and a reconstituting liquid, and to permit the 
mixture, of these materials just prior to their 
injection. Examples of such materials, in ad~ 
dition to lyophilized, dessicated, or Sublimated 
medicaments requiring liquefaction, are penicil 
lin and its salts which it is desirable toad 
minister in the form of crystals to insure pro 
longed adsorption and which are unstable if 
suspended in an aqueous solution for too long 
a period of time, and materials which in sus 
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pension tend to calc or lump or in which the 
crystals tend to growif prepared too long a time 
before use. ' 

Other objects of the invention are to provide 
an ampoule or cartridge for the purpose above 
stated so constructed that it may be used with 
a minimum of wastage of medicaments, that it 
may be filled easily and inserted in the syringe 
rapidly, and that it may provide for aspiration 
by the medical attendant to insure proper intra 
venous location of the hypodermic needle. 
bther objects and useful advantages of my in 

vention will be speci?cally set forth as the fol 
lowing description of preferred and modi?ed em 
bodiments of my invention proceeds, or will be 
apparent from, the description considered in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings, in. 
which: 

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of a 
preferred form of my improved syringe, showing 
the dual-chambered ampoule or cartridge in 
serted therein in a position in which it might 
be carried prior to use; 

Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 aresectional views on the same 
plane of section as Figure 1, showing successive 
stages of movement of the cartridge as it is put 
into use, Figure 2 showing one of the chambers 
of the cartridge punctured by a cannula, Figure 
3 showing both of the chambers punctured and 
joined by the cannula, Figure 4 showing the ?rst 
chamber contracted to expel its contents to the 
second chamber; and Figure 5 showing the sec 
ond chamber contracted to expel the mixture 
of contents through the hypodermic needle; 
Figure 6 is a longitudinal sectional view of a 

modi?ed form of syringe and cartridge, shown 
in the same relative positions as the showing of 
Figure 1; . 

Figure ‘7 is a view of the modi?ed form in the 
same relative position as the showing of Figure 

5; and 
Figure 8 is a transverse sectional view taken 

on the plane of section indicated by the line 8-8 
of Figure 5. 
Having reference now to the details of the 

_ drawings and particularly to the details of that 
embodiment of my invention illustrated in Fig 
ures 1 to 5, I have shown a cylindrical block 9 
which serves as a needle holder and has a pro 
jection l0 centrally disposed at one end and 
surrounded by a ?at annular surface H which, 
as'will hereinafter be seen, forms an abutment 
or plunger head for effecting movement of the 
syringe parts. A cannular needle l2, of the type 
commonly used for hypodermic injection of 
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medicaments, is mounted in the needle holder 
9 and has one end, which may be termed a can 
nula I3, extending from the abutment II parallel 
to the projection I0, and its injection end I4 ex 
tending from the opposite end I5 of the needle 
holder. From the end I5 of the needle holder 
there extends outwardly and then towards and 
beyond the abutment end I I, a cartridge guide I6, 
adapted to receive slidably a medicament car 
tridge I1. The cartridge guide I6 may be in 
the form of a cylindrical sleeve, but preferably 
it is simply a plurality of guide rails I8 joined to 
the end I5 of the needle holder II! by a spider I9 
and joined at their other ends by an annular 
?ange 20 which provides a ?nger grip for the 
practitioner. The spider I9 holds the guide rails 
I8 su?iciently spaced from the needle holder 9 
to permit the shell of the cartridge I‘! to encom 
pass the needle holder. 

, The cartridge I‘! has a tubular body or shell 2! 
preferably constricted at one end to form a dome 
22 which is sealed. A dam 23 closes the other end 
.of. the cartridge body 2!, and intermediately of 
the dam 23 and the dome 22 is another dam 24, 
‘the interior cavity of the cartridge being thus 
divided into chambers 25 and 26. The dams 23 
vand 24 fit slidably in the cartridge body 2I , in the 
‘manner of plunger heads. The cartridge body 
,just above the inner dam 24 may be scored to 
produce an interior annular ridge 2‘! of su?icient 
height to resist inward sliding movement of the 
dam 24 under light pressure. The dams 23 and 
24 are, however, made of puncturable material, 
,such as rubber, and this material is sui?ciently 
yielding to permit both the dams to be pushed 
past the ridge 21, as will be hereinafter described. 
‘It may be here noted that the dams 23 and 24 are 
of substantial and approximately equal thick 
ness and that the depth of the chamber 25 be 
tween the dams is substantially equal to the sum 
.of thethicknesses of the dams. 

' The dams 23 and 24 have, respectively, central 
ori?ces 39 and 3I,.the ori?ce 3| in the inner dam 
{"24 being slightly larger than the ori?ce 30. A 
Ihollow cylindrical member 32, having a closed end 
133, is ?tted into the ori?ce 3 I, the end 33 extend- ‘ 
.ing inwardly so as to enter the dome 22 as a dome 
within a dome. The member 32 has an annular 
[corrugation 34, convex on its outer side, which 
‘serves, among other purposes, to retain the mem- , 
her 32 posited against the wall of the ori?ce 
,3I . A sleeve 35, of suitable diameter to enter the 
tubular body of the member 32, is ?tted into the 
ori?ce 30 of the dam 23 and is sealed externally 
to the member 32 by ,a packing ring 36, which 
lmay be a rubber O-ring, nested in the concavity ' ' 
‘of the corrugation 34. The domed end 33 of 
the member 32. has suf?cient height to permit 
,the sleeve 35 to enter it to the extent required 
‘when the dams 23 and 24 are contiguous. 

At, a height above the abutment I I substantially 
equal to the thickness of either of the dams 23 
‘and 24, the cannula I3 is provided with a lateral 
,ori?ce 38. The cannula I3 extends above the 
ori?ce 38 approximately three times the height 
of the ori?ce above the abutment II, so that 
'jwhen the abutment is in contact with the dam 
23,}the ori?ce 38 will be just within the chamber 
25 and the cannula will extend through the cham 

< ber 25 and through the dam 24 with its sharpened 
_' end 39 just within the chamber 26. 

A needle guard 40 is provided which may be 
removably pressed upon a boss 4| on the needle 
7holder 9, and which contains in its lower end a 
sealing compound such as soft wax 42, into which 
the injection end I4 of the needle I3 extends SO 
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as to be sealed thereby until the needle guard is 
removed. - 

In the operation of the above-described em 
bodiment of my invention, the sublimated or crys 
talline medicament is placed in the chamber 26 
and the dam 24, with the tubular member 32 and 
O-ring 36 in place, is pushed into position against 
the annular ridge 2?. The chamber 25 is then 
?lled with water or other suitable liquid and the 
dam 23 is then placed in the open end of the 
cartridge with the sleeve 35 extending into the 
tubular member 32 and being sealed by the O-ring. 
Surplus liquid caught within the passage formed 
by the sleeve 35 and tubular member 32 may then 
be poured 01f. 
When the cartridge I‘! is inserted between the 

cartridge guides I8 and pressed inwardly, the 
cannula I3 will puncture the dam 23 and extend 
across the chamber 25, as shown in Figure 2. 
At the same time, the projection II) will enter 
the sleeve '35 and tend to keep the dam 23 from 
becoming disoriented or twisted within the car 
tridge shell 2| as a result of elf-center pressure 
exerted by the cannula upon the dam. Little 
liquid, if any, will be lost through the lateral ori 
?ce 38 before it is sealed by the dam 23, as after 
the cannula has pierced the dam its progress will _ 
be rapid and there will be insu?icient pressure up 
on the dam to force liquid from the chamber 25. 
Further pressure upon the cartridge I‘! will cause 
the cannula to puncture the dam 24 and will 
bring the ori?ce 38 into the chamber 25 and the 
abutment II into contact with the dam 23, as 
shown in Figure 3. The projection I0 and sleeve 
35 meanwhile slide within‘the tubular member 
32 to maintain the dam 24 in alignment while it 
is being punctured. Continued pressure on the 
cartridge will cause the abutment I I to press the 
dam 23 inwardly against the dam 24, as illus 
trated in Figure 4, the liquid contents of the 
chamber 25 thus being expelled through the can 
nula into the chamber 26 as the chamber 25 is 
,collapsed under pressure. 

With both the liquid and solid contents of the 
cartridge now consolidated in the chamber 26, the 
syringe may be shaken to cause liquefaction of the 
medicament, and the needle'guard 40 may bere 
moved, thus unsealing the needle. When the 
needle has been inserted in the patient, the car 
tridge may be pressed home against the abutment 
II, forcing both the dams 23 and 24 past the an 
nular ridge 2'! to the position shown in Figure 
5. Both the cannula I3 and the domed tubular 
member 32 enter the dome 22 of the cartridge, 
expelling the liquid mixture therefrom so that 
there is little loss of medicament. 
In Figures 6 and 7, I have illustrated a modi?ed 

vform of my invention in which a needle holder 
45 holds individually a cannulavllli and a hypo 
dermic needle 41. The cannula 46 has a lateral 
ori?ce 48 and is of the same general proportions 
as. the previously described cannula I3. The 
needle 4'1 has a cannular end 49 extending in the 
same direction as the cannula 46, but to a lesser 
height, the point of the cannular end 49 being 
approximately the thickness of one dam below 
the tip of the cannula. The cannula 46 and 
'needle 47 are preferably disposed diametrically 
oppositely in the needle holder 45; therefore they 
will exert pressure on opposite sides of the dams, 
and a central guiding projection may be dispensed 
with. Cartridge guide rails 58, spaced from the 
needle holder 45 by a spider 5I and connected by 
an annular ?ange 52 are provided as and for the 
purpose hitherto mentioned. ' ' ‘ 
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Modi?cationsmay-alsobelmade-in'the cartridge 
541'. The constricted portion 55hof:the_1cartridge 
shell 56 may be open at, its outer end" and‘ may 
there be provided with a ?exible rubber closure 
51;‘ Puncturable dams 58~Iand 59'may'have cor 
rugated ‘margins->66 to reducefriction. If the cor 
rugations on the margins 6i‘!v are proportioned to 
'receive the annular ridge 6| on the cartridge shell 
56,‘ it‘ will be found that they will hold the dams 
normal-to the axis ‘of the cartridge as they suc 
cessively receive the ridge. 

The- dams 58‘ and 59 have, respectively, central 
ori?ces 63>and 64, the adjacent marginsof which 
are connected and sealed by a pliable tube 65, of 
material such asthin rubber sheeting, adapted to 
bend and fold in the-manner of - an accordion as 
the dams approach one another. The inner dam 
591 has a tubular member‘ 66 mounted" in the 
inner margin of its ori?ce 64, this tubular mem 
ber being closed to form a dome adapted to enter 
the constricted portion or dome 55. 
To ?ll the cartridge 54, the'dam 59 is inserted 

in the open end of the cartridge shell and pushed 
in until the dam 58 is about to seal the cartridge. 
Liquid is then injected into the chamber 61 be 
tween the dams under- the edge of the dam 58‘ and 
the two dams are pushed into place, any suitable 
rod being inserted through the ori?ces B3 and 64 
and the pliable tube 65 to push the-dam 59 against 
the ridge 6|. The solid medicament may then be 
placed in the inner chamber 68 through the 
constriction 55 Which is then sealed by the cap 
51. 
When the cartridge 54 is inserted between the 

guide rails 56 and pressed toward the needle 
holder ‘45, the cannula 46‘ and cannular needle 
end 49-Will successively puncture the dams 58 and 
'59. The cannula acts in the same manneras in 
the preferred form of the inventionto admit the 
liquid in the chamber 61 to the chamber 68. From 
the beginning of the movement of the dam 58 to 
collapse the chamber 61, the cannular needle end 
#9V is sealed against or in the dam 59; therefore 
liquid can not be expelled from the chamber 61 
directly to the needle, and the necessity for a 
needle guard and wax seal is obviated. The prac 
titioner will normally point the needle injection 
end upward when the cannular end 49 has en 
tered the inner chamber 68. 

The pliable rubber closure 51 permits the prac 
titioner to aspirate blood from the patient when 
the needle has penetrated the chamber 68, in 
order to ascertain whether the needle has been 
placed in a blood vessel. 
The cartridge 54 may also be used with the 

needle holder 9 and cartridge guide l6 of the pre 
ferred embodiment of my invention, as the ori?ces 
53. and 64, pliable tube 65, and tubular member 
66 form a passage which may receive the pro 
jection. iii. When either form of cartridge, l1 or 
54, has been used with either syrirge body, it may 
be quickly removed therefrom, to be discarded, as 
the spaced guide rails I3 or 50 permit the practi 
tioner to place his ?ngers under the lower edge of 
the cartridge to exert retracting force. It will be 
seen that the syringe bodies themselves are of 
very simple construction and with the exception 
of the needles and cannulas may be extruded 
from plastic material at little cost, and therefore 
constitute no great economic loss if also discarded 
when time is lacking for sterilization. 
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I wish it to be understood that changes may be i 
made in the form and arrangement of my im 
proved syringe and yet fall within the scope and 
spirit of my invention, and that this detailed de 75 

‘6 
scription-and showingof preferred and modi?ed 
embodiments ofmy invention is not to ‘be taken 
in- alimiting sense, as the invention is best de?ned 
in the appended claims. 

I claim‘: 
1. A hypodermic syringe comprising: a car 

tridge having a closed end; a plurality of trans 
verse dams of puncturable material slidably 
carried within the internal cavity of said car 
tridge and normally dividing said cavity into a 
plurality of chambers arranged in succession 
longitudinally of said cartridge; guide means 
having aneedle holder at one end, for guiding 
said; cartridge in movement toward said needle 
holder, said needle holder having an abutment 
adapted to enter said cartridge to first move the 
outermost of ‘said dams into contiguity with the 
next inwardly succeeding dam and then to move 
the contiguous dams towards said closed end so 
as successively to collapse said chambers; and 
cannular means carried by said needle holder and 
inclusive of a hypodermic needle, for successively 
puncturing said dams to permit evacuation of the 
contents of said chambers requisite to thecollapse 
of said chambers, and having a lateral opening 
arranged to permit the contents of one chamber 
to ?oW into the succeeding chamber when the 
intervening dam has been punctured, said open 
ing being so spaced from said'needle holder as to 
be sealed by one of said dams when all but the 
last of said chambers has been collapsed said 
sealing then directing ?ow of the contents of said 
last chamber through said needle. 

2. A hypodermic syringe comprising: a needle 
holder; a cartridge; guide means extending'from 
said needle holders for guiding said cartridge in 
movement toward said needle holder; a hypo 
dermic needle rigidly held by said needle holder 
and extending therethroughand outwardly there 
from oppositely to said guide means; a cannula 
rigidly held by said needle holder and extend 
ing therefrom in the same direction as said guide 
means, and having a sole lateral opening; a plu 
rality of puncturable dams mounted slidably 
within said cartridge and dividing said cartridge 
into chambers normally sealed one from another; 
said cannula being arranged and adapted to 
puncture said dams successively and to provide 
communication from one of said chambers to a 
succeeding chamber through said lateral open 
ing, said needle communicating with chambers 
entered by said cannula; and means responsive 
to, advancement of said cartridge toward said 
needle holder for moving one of said dams into 
contiguity with the next succeeding dam and 
then for moving said dams as a unit to expel 
the’ contents of said chambers through said 
needle. , _ 

3. A hypodermic syringe according to claim 2 
in which said cannula and said needle are in 
tegral and form a continuous passage. 

4. A hypodermic syringe according to claim 2 
in which said needle is distinct from said can 
nula and has a portion extending from said 
needle holder in the direction in which said 
cannula extends, said portion being of lesser ex 
tent than said cannula. I 

5. A hypodermic syringe comprising: a needle 
holder; a cartridge; guide means extending from 
said needle holder for guiding said cartridge in 
movement toward said needle holder; a hypo 
dermic needle extending through said needle 
holder and outwardly therefrom oppositely to 
said guide means; a cannula held by said needle 
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vholder and extending therefrom in the same di 
rection as said guide means, and having a lateral 
opening; a plurality of puncturable dams mounted 
slidably within said cartridge and dividing said 
cartridge into chambers normally sealed one from 
another; each of said dams having a central 
ori?ce; tubular means connecting the margins 
of said ori?ces and forming a sealed passage be 
tween said dams; a dome on the innermost of 
said dams extending into the innermost of said 
chambers and forming a continuation of said 
sealed passage; and a projection on said needle 
holder adapted to enter said passage substan 
tially coincidentally with contact of said cannula 
with the outermost of said dams, for maintain 
ing alignment of said dams during puncture 
thereof by said cannula. 

6. A hypodermic syringe comprising: a needle 
holder; a cartridge; guide means extending from 
said needle holder for guiding said cartridge in 
movement toward said needle holder; a hypo 
dermic needle extending through said needle 
holder and outwardly therefrom oppositely to 
said guide means; a cannula held by said needle 
holder and extending therefrom in the same di 
rection as said guide means, and having a lateral 
opening; a plurality of puncturable dams mounted 
slidably within said cartridge and dividing said 
cartridge into chambers normally sealed one 
from another; each of said dams having a cen 
tral ori?ce; a tube of pliable material connecting 
the ori?ces of adjacent\dams and forming a 
sealed passage between s‘ .ld dams; and an abut 
ment on said needle holder adapted to enter an 
end of said cartridge to cause movement of said 
dams toward the other end of said cartridge. 

'7. A hypodermic syringe comprising: a car 
tridge; a plurality of transverse dams of punc 
turable material slidably carried within the in 
ternal cavity of said cartridge and normally di 
viding said cavity into a plurality of chambers 
arranged in succession longitudinally of said car 
tridge; a needle holder; a hypodermic needle 
extending through said holder and having an 
inner end adapted to puncture said dams; guide 
means for slidably holding said cartridge for 
movement toward said needle end; plunger means 
adapted to. enter an end of said cartridge for 
moving said dams toward the other end of said 
cartridge to collapse said chambers; and can 
nula means carried by said plunger means and 
having a sharp end for successively puncturing 
said dams, and having a lateral opening spaced 
from said sharp end to permit flow of the con 
tents of one chamber to another chamber when 
said cannula means has punctured the inter 
vening dam. ’ 

8. A cartridge for use in a hypodermic syringe 
comprising: a tubular body; and a plurality of 
transverse dams of puncturable material slid 
ably mounted in said body and dividing said 
body into chambers adapted to communicate one 
with another when the intervening dams are 
punctured and to be successively collapsed by 
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8 
movement "of'one dam into contiguity with a 
succeeding inward dam and then by movement 
of said dams as a_ unit longitudinally of said 
body. 

9. A cartridge for use in a hypodermic syringe, 
comprising: a tubular body constricted at one 
end to form a tubular dome, and a plurality of 
transverse dams slidably mounted in said body 
and dividing said body into chambers, that one 
of said dams adjacent said body end having a 
cylindrical raised portion adapted to enter said 
dome to displace the contents thereof when said 
one dam is moved toward said dome. 

10. A cartridge for use in a hypodermic syringe, 
comprising: a tubular body constricted at one 
end to form a tubular dome, and a plurality of 
transverse dams slidably mounted in said body 
and dividing said body into chambers, that one 
of said dams adjacent said body end having a 
tubular dome adapted to enter the dome of said 
body, and the next adjacent dam having guide 
means adapted to enter slidingly the dome of said 
one dam whereby said dams are maintained in 
parallel relationship transversely of said body 

' while being moved therein. 
11. A cartridge for use in a hypodermic syringe, 

comprising: a tubular body constricted at one 
end to form a tubular dome; a plurality of trans 
verse dams slidably mounted in said body and 
dividing said body into chambers, that one of 
said dams adjacent said body end having a cen 
tral ori?ce and a tubular dome surmounting and 
sealed to the margins of said ori?ce and adapted 
to enter said body dome, and the next adjacent 
dam having a central ori?ce; and a tube of 
pliable material connecting the margins of said 
ori?ces and forming a sealed passage therebe 
tween and adapted to fold when subjected to 
end pressure. 

12. A cartridge for use in a hypodermic syringe, 
comprising: a tubular body; a plurality of trans 
verse dams slidably mounted in said body and 
dividing said body into a succession of chambers, 
said dams being of material adapted to be punc 
tured by a cannular needle; and a pliable closure 
for the end of said body toward which said 
needle would be moved in puncturing said dams, 
whereby that chamber adjacent said closure may 
be used as an aspiration chamber when said 
needle has entered therein. 

THOMAS E. WATSON. 
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